SUMMARY
The following report is a summary of
the 2017-2018 climbing season at Lone
Rock Point produced by CRAG-VT as
per the 2017-2018 MOU and Climbing
Program.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Websites
CRAG-VT maintains a dedicated webpage for climbing at Lone Rock Point found at cragvt.org/rockpoint/.
Furthermore, additional updates and possible closures are also found at cragvt.org/where-to-climb/2018closures/. Additional climbing information and use guidelines are published MountainProject.com and
through the state-wide online climbing guidebook Tough Schist, maintained by Kris Fiore (CRAG-VT
President) and Travis Peckham (CRAG-VT board member).

Newsletters and Emails
CRAG-VT published a cover story about Lone Rock Point in its quarterly newsletter. This story included
a complete overview of climbing use and guidelines.
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Social Media
CRAG-VT has used two social media platforms to make over thirty original posts to promote the climbing
program and communicate reminders to area climbers. CRAG-VT also interacts with social media users to
field questions about use and closures.

Outside features
The Rock Point MOU was highlighted as a demonstration of effective stewardship and climbing area
management at the 25th Annual Access Fund Summit in New York City as well as in Seven Days.

Liaison
CRAG-VT volunteer Peter Clark has acted as the liaison between the two groups. Peter maintained
communications with Craig Smith and Chuck Courcy over several emails and occasionally in person. On
one occasion in November 2018, Chuck Courcy expressed concern about user compliance of the log-book.
Corrective actions were immediately taken by CRAG to communicate rules. No additional complaints were
received.
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STEWARDSHIP
Kiosk
A kiosk was installed in November 2017 and has been used to
communicate climbing rules and house user sign-in log.

Trails and Signage
Temporary trail signs were installed in November 2017.
Updated trail signs are planned for installation after Rock Point
approves of signage.
On May 5th, a trail and beach clean-up day was organized in
conjunction with Green Up Vermont day.
Additionally, it has become the norm for many regular users of
the climbing area to pick up and carry out trash left behind,
presumably by non-climbers.

Anchor Maintenance
In August 2018, after obtaining permission from Rock Point,
liaison Peter Clark performed anchor maintenance on select
existing rock climbs with modern, stainless steel hardware.
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VISITOR DATA
Kiosk log-book information
Climbers using Lone Rock Point signed into a
log-book with name(s), town(s) of residence,
and check-in/out time. From these sign in
sheets, the following information was
collected:
The numbers
Total climber sign-ins
No. of unique visitors
No. of days visited
Hours spent climbing
Average time spent

416 visits
157 visitors
144 days
1628.5
4 hours (8 max)

Frequency of use
Most visitors only visit LRP once (over 100
unique visitors). While there is no way of
knowing why, this trend may be due to the
general difficulty of climbs (favoring elite
level climbers). Climbers that visited at least 4
times (28 users) comprise 62% (257 visits) of
all visits. Of these frequent users, climbers
self-reported that 86% held day/season passes.

User frequency histogram. Image scaled for clarity

Visitor geography
Visitors came from 29 different towns and 6
states. 55% of visitors came from VT, with
other visitors from MA, NY and Quebec.
Understandably, the majority of users were
from Chittenden County (>85%).
Cliff capacity
Climbers compliance to keep the cliff capacity
under 8 users and party numbers low was 99%
with only two occasions (4/23 and 6/21) where
the cliff was over capacity by one climber. On
two additional occasions (7/7 and 8/23), more
than 8 climbers visited the cliff during the day,
but the cliff was not at capacity because parties
did not overlap.

Daily user visitations. 8-person limit capacity noted with
horizontal line.
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2018 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Per the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Rock Point and CRAG-VT, the main burden of
responsibility for managing the climbing program will continue to be CRAG-VT’s. Notwithstanding, the
following roles and responsibilities were outlined in the MOU.
Rock Point has met its responsibilities to:
1. providing a parking area, a space for a kiosk and permission for the limited signage needed for the
administration of the climbing program;
2. communicate with CRAGVT and climbers when the property is closed for climbing;
3. participate in the annual review of the programs as outlined in the Letter of Agreement.
CRAG-VT has met its responsibilities to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

provide a COI naming Rock Point and the Diocese of Vermont as additional insured
build and maintain a kiosk with log-in book and clear instructions
keep information about climbing at Rock Point up to date at kiosk and website(s)
donate $500 to Rock Point as a partner contribution
organize volunteer work
participate in an annual review of the program, where CRAGVT is responsible for collecting data
from its logbook into a report that will be part of the annual review.

LOOKING FORWARD
CRAG-VT Goals
•
•
•
•

Continue to help Rock Point meet stewardship and management goals. Continue to help users
understand all values of Lone Rock Point.
Continued management and improved administration of use data. Possible coordination with Rock
Point to ensure climbers are purchasing day/season passes
Stewardship and trail day(s)
Expanded climbing program (new rock climbs)
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Lone Rock Point rock climbs in context

Climb Grade
5.14 and above
5.13
5.12
5.11
5.10
5.9
5.8
5.7

% of climbers**
<0.1%
1.3%
12%
38%
70%
82%
90%
98%

** data collected from www.8a.nu user generated data
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